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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statement best describes the current purchasing model of Contoso?
A. Transactional purchasing through a Volume Licensing agreement
B. Enterprise-wide purchasing through a Volume Licensing agreement
C. Enterprise-wide purchasing through retail channels
D. Transactional purchasing through retail channels
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Python web application with many dependencies that requires 0.1 CPU cores and
128 MB of memory to operate in production. You want to monitor and maximize machine
utilization. You also to reliably deploy new versions of the application. Which set of steps
should you take?
A. Perform the following:
1. Create a Kubernetes Engine cluster with n1-standard-1 type machines.
2. Build a Docker image from the production branch with all of the dependencies, and tag it
with the version number.
3. Create a Kubernetes Deployment with the imagePullPolicy set to "IfNotPresent" in the
staging namespace, and then promote it to the production namespace after testing.
B. Perform the following:
1. Create a Kubernetes Engine cluster with n1-standard-4 type machines.
2. Build a Docker image from the master branch will all of the dependencies, and tag it with
"latest".
3. Create a Kubernetes Deployment in the default namespace with the imagePullPolicy set to
"Always". Restart the pods to automatically deploy new production releases.
C. Perform the following:
1. Create a managed instance group with n1-standard-1 type machines.
2. Build a Compute Engine image from the production branch that contains all of the
dependencies and automatically starts the Python app.
3. Rebuild the Compute Engine image, and update the instance template to deploy new
production releases.
D. Perform the following:
1. Create a managed instance group with f1-micro type machines.
2. Use a startup script to clone the repository, check out the production branch, install the
dependencies, and start the Python app.

3. Restart the instances to automatically deploy new production releases.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three are true about opatchauto? (Choose three.)
A. It applies patches in nonrolling mode by default.
B. It performs a shutdown and then a restart of all processes in both Oracle Grid Infrastructure
and Oracle Database home during the patching process.
C. Patches are applied via opatchauto.
D. It must be invoked by a user with root user privileges.
E. It requires the Oracle Grid Infrastructure and Oracle Database instances to be shut down
before being invoked.
F. Users must always input patch plans to opatchauto.
G. It is used to apply interim patches to Oracle Grid Infrastructure and Oracle Database home
combinations.
Answer: B,D,G
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